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ABSTRACT

This paper prcsents the experimcntal validation of numerical simulation with the É-e
tu¡bulence modcls of the buoyancy-driven air flow in a real-sized, enclosed room. In the
measurements, the flow patterns are rcvealed through flow visualisation technique, heat
flows through enclosure surfaces are determined tlrrough energy balance calculations,
and the velocity profile and turbulent-kinetic-energies in the natural convection boundary
a¡e n¡easured by using a hot-wire anemometer. In the simulation, special effons are
placed on the examination of the influcnce on simulation ¡psults of grid refinement in
the boundary layer close to the wall, with the sundard k-e turbulence model and the
Larn & Bremhorst low Reynolds number turbulence model. It is found that, with the
standard k-e model, largcr values of y* under-estimate the heat transfer, and vice vcrsa.
Therefore, a new optimum first grid distance is suggested for the standard k-e model
simulation of natural convection in rooms. It is also found that, with the low Reynolds
number model, convergent solutions can be achieved only with extremely fine grids
close to the heating and cooling surface, and that the consequent simulation result is
reasonable. The applicabilities of the two k-e models for the simulation of in-room air
flows a¡e discussed.

Keywords: k-e Turbulence Model, Numerical Simulation
Natural Convection, Heat Transfer Cocff,¡cients
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INTRODUCTION

The application of CFD(computational fluid dynamics) in air conditioning can be

classified into following three categories; l). system performance prediction in terms of
ai¡ flow patterns, thermal-comfort and indoor-air-quality indicesfl ,2]: 2). building
dynamics analysis through coupled simulation of the transicnt thermal behaviour of
building envelopes and the indoor air flow patterns, for energy estimationfl,3] or for
control system analysis[4]; and 3). performance of 'numerical cxperiments' in place of
real-size experiments to obtain experimental corrclations[5].

To predict the turbulence behaviour of the air flow cncountered in rooms, the ,t-e
turbulence model is widcly uscd. Thc t-e turbulence model was developed by l,aunder
and Spaldingl6] to model fully-turbulent flows. However, flows close to a fixed wall are

much determined by molecula¡ viscous effect. In practice, one appmach is to use the

logarithmic wall functions in conjunction with the t-e turbulence model, and

empirically, the f¡rst grids used for the discretization of the differcntial equation are

locaæd at a certain distance from the wall. Thc dimensionless distance y* is often used

to locate the fint grid line. Renz ¿t ¿1.[7] studied the influence of the first grid location,

and found that, by locating the hnt grid dimensionless distance 100>y'>40, the

simulatcd velocities and turbulence intensity ue 257o lower and the simulated
temperaturps are 57o lowcr than the measurements in a jet vcntilated room. Ozoe et

a/.[8] found that the y'>I I 5 presented wrong prediction of the heat transfer for natural

convecrion in water, and suggested thaty*<//5 should be used to located the first grids.

In fact, Henkes et al.I9) used very fine grids within the boundary layer in their
simulation of turbulent natural convection in an air cavity, and higher-biased heat

transfer was found. Similar conclusion was also rcPoned by Chcn et al.Íl0l in their
simulation of natural convcction in an air cavity. This is mainly due to the nature that

the logarithmic wall functions are deduced for forced convection boundary layer flows.
On thc other hand, the air flow in a (x)m is normally influenced both by forced

convection and natural convection. And morc often, natural convoc¡ion boundary flow
is formed along the window surface. Obviously, accurate simulation of the air flow and

the heat transfer from the convective surfaces will have great influence on the overall
prcdiction efficiency. Thereforc, while //J<y* <100 may be used for forced convection
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flows near a solid wall, grid-optimization for natural convection boundary layer is also
necessary for a better accuracy of heat transfer simulation.

Another approach is try to adapt the standard ¡t-e turbulence model into the boundary
layer so that the wall functions can be avoided. In this catogory, a number of low
Reynolds k-e turbulence models[1 l] have becn developed. Onc of the models, the l,am
& Bremhorst model[2], was validated by Chen(1990) against the measurements of
natural convection in a air cavity. It was found that the predicted velocity profile,
turbulent kinetic energy, as well as the temperature are in better agreements with the
measurements than the standa¡d t-e model. However, it was reponed tha¡ exremely fine
grids were used near the wall, and that converging of the iteration procedure became
slower and more diffr¡cult. Obviously, this sxtremely finc grids requirement will limit the
applicabilities of the model in practice.

In vicw of the fact that the k-e turbulence models contain several empirical'parameters,
their applicability should be validated against the situation for which they are going to
be used. In the present paper, measurements in a real sized room with a heating radiator
and simulated cold window surfacc will be uscd to validate the k-e models. Emphasis
will bc placed on the investigation of the effect of grid rcfinemenr in the boundary laycr,
and the purpose is to explore the possibility of grid-optimization for natural convection
boundary layer. Besides, two different boundary conditions for k and e will be
compared for the l-am & Bremhorst model.

The k-e TURBULENCE MODELS

The Standard k-e Turbulence Model

l). Basic Equations

This model is based on the Reynolds Time-Averagc Navier-Stokcs equations and the
Boussinesq turbulent viscosity hypothesis. All the equarions in this model read in the
general form

Â(pU<Þ -I.o¡fvÓ) =So (l)

wherc, 1.,* is the effective diffusion coefficient, p is fluid density, u is the velocity
vector, <Þ can bc any of the physical quantities of velocity components u¡, enthalpy H,
turbulent-kinetic-energy k, or turbulent-energy-dissipation-rate e. The correspond.ing
constants and cocfficients of the individual equations are summarized in Table l. In our
study, the standard values of the cmpirical constanrs in the k-e model, as rpcommended
by Launder and Spaìding[6], werc used.

2). Boundary Conditions

with the standa¡d k-e rurbulence model in the program pHOENICS, the logarirhmic
wall functions are uscd[3]. In the program, the skin fricrion factor is first calculated
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Table I Tchns, Coefficients anð'Constants in Equation(l) t

f¡om,thç formula

s
0.435

ln(1.01+9R¿

wherc rRe=av lyP y, is the distance of ¡he first grid node from the wall.

To calculate the convectivc hcat transfer from the solid wall' the Stanton numbcr is

calculated from

(3)

where
P= 9.0 x (Pr/Pr, - 1.0)lPrlPr)o25

and Pr, and Pr, arc the laminar and turbulent Prandtl numbers respcctively.

For rhe k and e equations, the boundary conditions a¡e f¡xed by the following two

formulas

and

= 
(t/P)''
O.4ly,

€
P

o fo."ff so

l(Continuity)

\
k
t
H

0

Feff
lt r/ot
Perloe
l¡"n/on

0

G-pe+

Perfh+B
h=cupk'/€
c t= f .u, C2= 1.92, C3= 1.44, Cu=0.09, o¡= l.o,sr= t .3,o¡r=9.9

whcle 1, is the skin shea¡ suess.

(5)
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Low-S,eynolds-number k-e Model

l. Basic Equations

To adapt the k-e concept to boundary flows, a number of modihca¡ions have been made

;ll;1,i','#î:,i1,"#iffi ;:;*:'^,'ä"ïiïi1ì,ïir;
d e equations:

#-#r=*ru.lr#.r ,-e+D

,s-"#=*tu.Al#.r c,f,P,-c,f,e)e/k +E

l). boundary specification I[8,9]

(7)

Thcrc a¡e differcnt forms of functions forf,,fr,r* D and, E in different low Reynolds
number models[11]. In our study, only the Lam aid Brcmhorst model was investigared.
The above functions in this model are:

f, = ( I -exp( -0.0 I 65 Re)f ( I +20 S tRe,)

ft=l+(0.05/f)3

fz = I-exp(-Rel)

D=E=0

2. Boundary Condirions

h = 0, e, = 2 vlclf (8)

i.e., ù¡e turbulen¡ kinetic energy at the wall is assumed to be zero, while the
dissipation rare of rurbulence cnergy is calculated according ro Eq.(á).
2). boundary specification II
Thc logarithmic law wall function is stilr uscd. However, differcnt from the
standard k-e model, the grid lines can be and should be locatcd in the viscous
sub-layer. This practice was rcported in RefllOl.

In principle, both thc boqndary condition spçciircations requirc that, at least tl¡c first grid ,,
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line be located in the viscous sub-layer. It can be expected that finer grids are nesded

in the low Reynolds number turbulence model than in the standa¡d k-e model.

Numerical Schemes

The computer program PHOENICS is used in the present calculation. The underlying

numerical scheme is as follows. The differcntial equations of momentum and enthalpy

EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATIONS

In a most
reviewed.
combinati
author, is
plate in an isothermal cnvironment

h=o.l3l}rPr)o'1r (9)

Altmayer's result has shown tha for the 'mos¡ hot'

subsurface when the adjacent subs the air temperaturc.

Thercfore, for our purpose, the reference for the

measurements of convcc¡ion heat transfer in the climate room.

Experimental Set-up and Instrumentation

The measurements werc done for the naural convection in a real-size, enclosed room.

The configuration ofthe room is shown in Fig.la). Three plate radiators are located at

the cnd *il1 of the room, with the upper two cooled and the lower one heated. A plank

wood of 250mm in width is located horizontally between the heating and cooling plates

to simulate a window sill, to avoid the oscillation of the flow patterns.



are measurcd'by a watt-meter, while the cooling plates are cooled.by the glycol/water
mixture from an chiller, as shown in Fig.lb).

It2:æryUE
l:BilOruEa¡ÐwYeEt:E!¡mCgBó:mCBE

2]-4

?rqMñuP] SFLYruHP9¡Evmm

I :HEATING RADLATOR; 2 & 3COOL|NG R^DTATORS

a). Configuration of the Test Room b). Flow Diagram of Cooling & Hearing Sysrcms

Fig. I

A number of thermocouples arc atøchcd on all of the internal enclosure surfaces to
measur€ the surface þmperaurc, with six thermal-couples on each of the heating and
cooling surfaces. Also in the middle vcnical plane, 20 thermal couples a¡e locaód o
measure the air temperature.

Experimentat Resulls

l. Visualised Flow Patterns and Mcasured Tcmpcratures

Shown in Fig.2 are drawings of the visualised flow panerns at sevcral different
tcmpcraturc conditions. As expected, an upward-flow and downwa¡d-flow wcre initiatcd
by thc heating and cooling platcs, respcctivcly. The two streams meer at ccnain height,
subsequently change thci¡ direction and a converged ourwa¡d-flow is formed atlhe
meeting point. The a horizontal flow Jet', enhanced by thehorizontally-placed further biased upward or downward,
dcpending on the r€ ces.

!
i

GruDTM

The middle venical plane (illustratcd in Fig. l) of the room was lit by a planar-light
source. The air flow in the middle plane werc visualised through rhe movement of the
smokes, generated by a smoke machine. A vidco-came¡a was used to take picturcs of
the motion.
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2. Heat Flow Measurements

s taken to be equal to the supplied power

';ïå:'.'.""ii":;:iå:T^:iffi:J'i:i
surfaces. rhe convection heat now from ihe pï"ËT5',Ï'f"iii,iii:ïlilïJ:liìï:
Part from the overall supply.The convection heat transfer coefhcients å is calculated
f¡om the equation s=Qd/A.ÂT¡, wherc A is the surface a¡ea of the plate and ÂT" is the
temperature difference between the surface concerned and the room air average. Shown
in Fig.3, a¡e the convection heat transfer coefficients å measurcd for different
tcmperature conditions. Also plotted in the chart, is a curve of corrclation which is for
natural convection a¡ound an 'isolated' vertical plate[5]. The measu¡ed values of /¡ are
slightly higher than those from rhe correlarion.

1l

T@rù.tlfr¡Þ¿¡(xl

Fig.3 Measured convective heat Fansfer cocfficienrs
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3. Boundary-Layer Mcasurcments

A DISA anemometer was used to measure the local velocities close to the heating plate.
The anemometer was fint calibrated in a small scale wind-tunnel at five differcnt fluid
temperatures. In measuremen¡s, tcmperaturEs wcre measured simultaneously so that the
influence of the tcmpcratures could bc co¡¡ected through calculation.

The measuremcnts we¡e done at two height positions, 375mm and 750mm from the
floor rcspectively, for the heating plate. The corresponding Grashof numbers are / J x 1d
dnd 8.6xld, respectively. An example of the monitored velocity fluctuations is shown
in Fig.4, measu¡ed at the height corresponding with Gr.Pr =8.óxId and 20 mm away
from thc surface. A high speed datalog was used ro rake dara at the spced of 250 points
per second for a period of 20 seconds and the data werc stored in the ha¡d-disc of a PC.
Mean velocities as well as the turbulent kinetic energies were worked out afterwards.
The results are shown in Fig. 5. The data a¡e scatte¡ed a¡ound due to random errors in
measurements, but thc velocity profile can still be seen. The velocity profile agrees with
Hammond's analysisfl6] that a plane wall jet consists of three layers: the outer turbulent
layer, the inner turbulent layer and the viscous sub-layer. The position whcre the
maximum velocity lies is considered to bc the boundary betwccn the outer and inner
turbulcnt layen. The thickness of a buoyancy-drivcn turbulent boundary layer is del¡ned
as thc distance of the maximum velocity position f¡om the wall. This disrance is less
than lOmm in our measurements. Compa¡cd with the scale of the room, this size is very
small.

SIMULATION RESULTS

For the purposc of invcstigating the performancc of simulation in terms of prcdiction
accuracy, diffcrent y* values of the f¡rst grid werc tested for the standard k-e model with
the logarithmic wall functions. The pcrformance of l-am & Bremhorst model was also
tcsted. In all the simulation cases, the measurcd cnclosure surface temperatures of Case
3 (indicatcd in Fig.3c) ar€ used for rhe thermal boundary conditions, so thar the
experimental result from the measurements can be used dircctly to validate the
simulation results. The average surface temperature of the heating and cooling platcs are
52.6'C and l4.5oC, rcspectively, and the ceiling and wall r€mperature 25.6oC, floor.
tempcrature 24.5oC. Dctails of these simulations arc dcscribed as below.

The Standard. &-e Turbulence Model Simulations

First, six simula¡ion cases arc conductcd to cxamine thc sensitivity of the simulation
results to the distance of thc f¡rst grid linc. In these cases, the simulation is conducted
only in the 2-dimensional X-Z venical plane and the grid codrseness has been
deten¡ined in such a way that, close to ¡he enclosure surface, the node distribution is
dcnser than in the central domain. The only difference among these cases is the':
distances of the first grid-line frum thc plates. In these cases, the distanccs of.the fi¡st
grid-nodes,are 0.625mm, l.25mm, 2.5mm, 5mm, 9mm and 20mm, resp€crively: It/is
found that this'fust diStance has a remarkable influence:on the simulâtion rcsuhs, in
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sulting dimen
is found.that
10.2 !o 13.0,,

to locate the first grid lines' the optimum

value is !**,op,=92' This requirement is 
- 
different f¡om that for fo¡ced convecuon

boundary layers. Much nnei grias should be used .nexr to the wall for natural

convection, ánd also the optimum value range is much smallcr'
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Fig. 6. Dependence of the simulated h on the first grid dimensionless
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ThFn, a thrce dimensional simulation is conducted' The grid number used is NX x NY

xNZ=25 x22x30. Th;;;pht.s results of the simulàtion are shown in Fig' 7' The

simulaæd velocity vectors in the middle
visualised flow pattem(Fig.2c). In tenns o

relative sizes of the ¡wo recirculation zone

.Also, both measured and simulated tcmPera

the mid-plane arc plotted in Fig' 2e' It can t

away frgm the Plaies; while larler discrepançy exists closer to the plates'

Somelocalvalues(closetotheheatingplate)oftheprcdicted-vclocityandturbulcnt
;t"åi. itil;,;::;;ü as the rcmPeratur€s arc ploncd in Fig' 5' to be *-T-11-Yt:l

äîil:ffi lï"if"Ï'i:i:?äi åiïi:i:,.i
to the moasulemenß, and the nominal Úansfer

cocfüçie.qt¡..calsuJaqediffom the.tgfnP€ratu-f€ diffgrence of the hcatþg plate surface and
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the room-air average, is 3.59 Wm2.K, which-is slightly lower than tllermeasured.value

iãU""iä.2 W/m,.ó. In comparison with the meas¡tred velocity profile of the boundary

flow (Fig,5a), the grid cells of the first line,are located'just within the inner boundary

layer. pÃt-check shows that the yt values of the grid line next to the heating plate are

in the range of 8.1 and 10.0. Thi¡ agrees with the 2-dimensional analysis above'

Performance of Lam & Bremhorst Low Reynolds Number Model

l. With boundary conditions for k and e as described in Eq.(8), different grid-fineness

in the boundary layer close to the wall afe tested. It was found that, only with the frnest

grid æsted, a converged solution was achieved. However, the predicted heat flow from

Ihc heating plate is i00Eo oç the measurement. I4 comparison with the visualised flow

pattern(Fiã.ic), the size of the upper recirculadon zone of the air flow is much over-

pi"Ji.,àtitig.Z¿), *t ile that of the lower recirculation zone is undcr-prcdicted'

' In comparison with the standard ' the predicìed Emperature

,,va¡iations of the room air(Fig.7 cted k(Fig'7Ð is about l0

. times higher. In summary, this p -- .Since 
almost l0 grid lines

, wer. already located wiinin the l0 mm range near wall rcgion, no funher refining of

grids was tested.

- 
2. The logarithmic wall functions arc still used with the low Reynolds number model'

The same grid fineness is tested. It was found that, no converged solution can bc found

. with 
"ourrã 

g¡ids in the ncar wall region. During the ircradon process, the predicted heat

flow oscillates in a cenain range aro=und hc levèl that is close io the measurements' The

: rpredicted k tends to be zcro in-most region, except in the rcgion close to the heating and

' äooling surfaces and in the region wierc the ¡wo streams meet. Again, a converged

'' c¡ror range of thc measurcmcnts'

(Frg.5b).

2ZL

CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSIONS

l). Applicability of the standard /<-e Turbulence Model

The predicted flow patrern as well as the tcmperaturc disribution can be in reasonable
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agreement with experimental investigations. However, it is found that the prediction
results, especially the convèction heat transfer next to the watl is very dependent on the
dimensionless distance y' of the fint grid, when the built-in walì funciions are used. The
optimum yt* found to be a¡ound the varue 9.2. It must noted thar this optimum y* is
differcnt for forced convecrion and natural convecrion situarions.

In air conditioned rooms, unfortunately, forced convection and natural convection play
corhpatible roles in the flow, heat tränsfer, 

^ 
*.li ur tr,. L"r, î."rr"r processes.

Therefore, careful attention should be paid to the grid optimisation in simulation. The
convection nature along the individual enclosure surfaces should be analyzed in
advance, and different grid sizes a¡e used for the different surfaces. It is suggested that
empirical convectioi heat transfer data be used when available, which can lead to more
reliable results, especially when the flow parameter and air contaminant distributions in
the occupied zone are of intercst of the simulation.

2). Application óf low Reynolds No. /<-e Models

In principle, the low Rcynolds No. model can eliminate the first-grid-dependent
characteristics of the standa¡d *-e modçI, as long as the grids are fine enough within the
boundary layer. In fact, it was found in the pñsent study that, when less than g grid
cells are located in the boundary layer, no conierged r"r,ili, 

"oui¿ 
ue áuraine¿. It seãms

that the Lam & Bremhorst moder only works wh-en exrremery f,,n" griã; are located in
the nea¡ wall region. Also, the logarithmic wall functions siourd ãe used, purery on.
empirical basis. In comparison with the equivalent standard k-e model simula¡ion, about2 or 3 times CPU time will be required ón a SUN work-statiãn. 

--ì-i --''
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